
Introduction

What is evidence management?

Core Features
Save evidence easily and conveniently

When accidents happen, the operator needs to search and 
export video clips among multiple devices to create an 
integrated evidence chain for long-term storage.

However, in traditional way, evidence management can be 
quite inconvenient and time-consuming.

HikCentral Professional designs and implements a highly reliable evidence management solution to help users 
quickly collect evidences across different systems and save them in long-term instead of using traditional DVDs. 
Integrated evidence chains will be created and stored eventually.
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Scenarios

Once the operator finds evidence, he can use mobile 
phone, web browser or control client to upload it to the 
evidence centre directly.

Multiple ways to save evidence

Integrated and reliable evidence chain

The operator can upload multiple file types into the 
evidence center, such as live video, playback, alarm info, 
captured pictures, audio, file, etc.

Create evidence chain with diversified materials

When vehicle encounters emergency, the driver can 
inform the control centre to set a scheduled backup 
plan. Once the vehicle has come back to WIFI area, the 
video will be automatically uploaded to evidence centre 
following the backup schedule.

Scheduled backup under limited network
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Search evidence quickly and accurately

Quickly search via key tags to filter and find evidence 
package with all evidence records included.

Easily search via key tags

HikCentral Professional provides more than 2-year’s evidence 
data storage period. Reliable evidence by eliminating data 
tampering with the secure hash algorithm(SHA).

Ensure data reliability
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Manually check and export evidence 
among different NVRs via USB flash 
drive.

To record on DVD/CD for long-term 
storage is quite costly and easy to 
lose.

Takes a lot of time and effort to 
search evidence among all DVDs.
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HCP server SFTP*

*SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) is a file 
transfer protocol that provides a high level of 
security for file transfers.
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No extra charge

Evidence manage module comes with any HikCentral 
Professional software based licenses without extra 
charge.

Included in software-based license


